
Dollar Bureau to Consumers: Post-COVID
Financial Education in Singapore is Critical

The blog is a go-to resource for all things

personal finance.

SINGAPORE, February 16, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Dollar Bureau is

sending a message to consumers in

Singapore – it is critical now, more than

ever, to be educated about their

finances as the global pandemic slowly

comes to an end.

Dollar Bureau, previously known as

Singapore Financial Planners, is a Singapore-based personal finance blog that discusses

investments, insurance, and financial planning in Singapore.  The blog provides unbiased

reviews, selects the best products based on different circumstances, and connects readers to

financial advisors from various insurers in Singapore. Dollar Bureau is unlike others, as

regardless of their interests, products and services recommended are kept as subjective as

possible.

In the site’s most recent news, Dollar Bureau is reaching out to consumers in Singapore to

support them in receiving financial education as the global pandemic begins to end.  According

to them, this is because many citizens have experienced financial hardship over the past two

years, due to restrictions, loss of jobs, and loss of income.

“It’s no secret that the pandemic has had a devastating impact on so many people,” says

Muhammad Firdaus Syazwani, founder of Dollar Bureau.  “Since it’s always been our goal to

highlight the pros and cons of different financial planning strategies, we feel our resources will

be of huge importance to Singaporeans as we continue to move throughout the pandemic and

beyond.  In fact, we’ve already had over 300 enquiries for financial planning assistance in this

period.  We are expecting this to grow exponentially as the economy moves towards recovery, as

more Singaporeans realise the importance of financial planning due to the pandemic.”

To support all citizens in becoming informed about their finances in a post-COVID world, Dollar

Bureau offers a host of different resources for a variety of topics, including:

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://dollarbureau.com
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Dollar+Bureau,+previously+Singapore+Financial+Planners/@1.2756998,103.8436211,17z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x31da3dfdbe0ebdcb:0xbf122e8520095028!8m2!3d1.2756998!4d103.8458098


• Insurance; health, life, critical illness

• Investing

• Financial Planning

• Brokerage accounts

• Robo advisors

• Retirement and annuity plans

• Investment-linked policies

• Stocks

• ETFs

• Unit trusts

• Credit cards

• Cryptocurrencies

• And more

For more information about Dollar Bureau, please visit https://dollarbureau.com/about.

About Dollar Bureau

Dollar Bureau is a personal finance blog based in Singapore with an aim to provide unbiased and

critical thinking regarding all things finance.  The blog’s team believes in the power of financial

literacy to support the void of crucial life/financial planning that is starkly missing in schools. All

articles found on the site are vetted for accuracy, credibility, and undergo strict editorial

processes.

Dollar Bureau was founded by Muhammad Firdaus Syazwani, a marketing student from the

Singapore University of Social Sciences. From a young age, Firdaus has enjoyed learning about

personal finance – especially insurance, investments, and cryptocurrencies.  With his interest in

personal finance, he combines his writing expertise to create the Dollar Bureau to share his

learnings.

Muhammad Firdaus Syazwani

Dollar Bureau

hello@singaporefinancialplanners.com
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